
Surah Al-Ma’arij 

��������	 �������	 ��	 ����� 

The word Al-Ma’arij has been translated as “The Ascending Stairways”. It brings to my mind 

the image of stairs rising towards the sky and people climbing on different levels of faith and 

goodness. We are in a sort of race against time to accumulate as many good deeds as we 

can. But all our life our focus remains on the exterior actions, while the root of goodness lies 

in the heart. We remain in an illusion of righteousness because self analysis is a task, which 

we think that we don’t need any more. While the truth is that the higher you go on the ladder 

of goodness, the more you are at a risk of falling prey to these tricks of the devil. Therefore 

we should stay connected with the Quran and keep asking Allah to protect us from all the 

diseases of the heart specially arrogance because it is the root of all evil. It was arrogance 

which made iblis (the devil) into the most hateful creature in the eyes of Allah. And it was 

arrogance which made the Makkans reject the warnings of Allah. They were so full of their 

ego that they ridiculed the Prophet (s.a.w) when he warned them of Allah’s punishment; and 

challenged him to bring the punishment if he was truthful: 

 ����	�� ��	������ ������� � �!��}1{ 
A questioner asked for a punishment bound to happen 

The illusion of being in control of everything makes people forget their real state of 

helplessness. It is a test from Allah that He is invisible and all the other resources are visible. 

And so people become attached to the visible “gods”. Whereas if we use our insight it will 

become very clear that our choice and control in life is very limited and that too has been 

given by Allah. Therefore all greatness belongs to Allah: 

 �%�&�����'�	 (�) �*+,�	 ��-.}3{  
It will come from Allah, the Owner of the Ways of Ascent. 

The words of the Quran are awesome... they go straight into the heart and make you see 

things in the light of truth. But what can you do if people want to remain in their state of 

ignorance and disbelief? Often we face this dilemma of trying to present Allah’s message to 

people but they react in an offensive manner... at such times one feels literally helpless with 

anger but Allah is cautioning us to remain peaceful and patient: 

 �0,����1 	2�3�4 ��34��5}5{  
Therefore, endure with graceful patience. 



Just imagine how much torture was inflicted on our Prophet (s.a.w) but He never 

reciprocated in a rude manner. His goodness of character was so impressive that the same 

enemies accepted faith in later years. But do you think it was easy? Of course not! But He 

endured all the pain for the sake of Allah. If we want to be close to Him in Paradise then we 

will also have to display the same patience and goodwill towards people. But our problem is 

that we are so impatient and selfish...  

 �2789,�: �;�,<= �>���?�@'�	 +>�A}19{  
Indeed, man has been created impatient 

All our energies of thought and action are being spent in safeguarding our selfish interests 

and this attitude is reflected in the following words: 

27�<C�1 D��E�	 <*���. 	�)�A �}20{ �278<H�. <���I'�	 <*���. 	�)�A��}21{  
When evil befalls him, he becomes despondent; but when blessed with good fortune, he 

becomes stingy 

So how can we develop patience...??  

A well balanced character can only be achieved through consistent and sincere worship...If 

we bow down to of Allah in salah five times a day He will bless us with a special kind of 

patience, peace and tranquillity.  

 �>8<���	�J ��K�L��,�4 M�,�7 �<: ��N��+�	}23{  
Those who remain steadfast in their Salah (prayer) 

But then why is it that we are regular in prayers but still not consistent in goodness? The 

answer is that prayer should not just be an exercise of limbs but a conscious act of 

purification through a dialogue with Allah. Such a person, who develops a bond with Allah 

through prayer, will also be eager to connect to people by sharing his blessings with them:  

 OP89,��. Q;�� ��K��	�8.�R S�5 ��N��+�	��}24{ �P�<�U��'�	�� �������,V�}25{  
And those who set aside a due share in their wealth; for the beggars and the deprived, 

The third characteristic of these people is that they confirm their belief in the hereafter, both 

in words and deeds: 

 ��N-W�	 �P8���� �>89�-W�X<N ��N��+�	��}26{  
And those who accept the truth of the Day of Judgment, 



And even while doing all these things they remain in fear of their Lord... isn’t this amazing?!! 

�7 �-. �<: ��N��+�	�� �>89Z�[ED. ��K-��& ��	��}27{  
And those who dread the punishment of their Rabb 

You see that nowadays we do a little act of goodness and we feel so satisfied with 

ourselves... it is because we think that the test of the hereafter is so simple. But the ones 

who are really knowledgeable about Allah think very differently: 

 ]>8<.'!�. <���̂  ��K-��& ��	���7 +>�A}28{  
Surely the punishment of their Rabb is not something from which anyone can feel safe. 

The greatest motivating force for a person to stay away from all evil is this realization of 

Allah’s justness and His terrible punishment. Otherwise if this faith is not right then the 

shaitan has an easy task of portraying all sorts of evil practices in a beautiful covering. The 

only way out, is to abstain from all forms of indecencies: 

 �>89̀ �5��� ��K�1�<�9[�� �<: ��N��+�	��}29{  
And those are the ones, who guard their private parts, 

And not to forget that faith is not a personal thing. Rather we have to be faithful to others in 

all our dealings: 

��N��+�	��  �>8<7	�& ��:�WK�7�� ��K�L��?��.�!�� �<:}32{  
Those who keep their trusts and honour their promises 

This is a complete picture of a true believer, someone who is true to himself, true to Allah 

and true to people. But in fulfilling all these responsibilities, he remembers that the basis of 

his faith and stability lies in his lifelong connection with Allah, and so he guards it like his life: 

 �>89̀ �5��U<N ��K�L��,�4 M�,�7 �<: ��N��+�	��}34{  
And they are those who strictly guard their Salah (prayers) 

What is the end result of all this patience, sacrifice and consistency of goodness? It is the 

honour of Paradise... something that we cannot ever imagine with our limited intellects 

because Allah has not made anything similar to it on this earth... 

�a���9R �>8<.��'bD. ]c��H�1 S�5 �d}35{  

 It is they who shall live with honour in paradise. 



 

At the time when these beautiful words were being revealed and believers were being given 

the great promise of paradise, the disbelievers were rushing from all sides to oppress the 

Prophet (s.a.w) and they tried to prove that it was a fabrication. Just imagine yourself in such 

a situation... how awful it must have been for the Prophet (s.a.w) to put up with their taunts 

and rudeness. But Allah was with him and gave him comfort through these eternal words: 

 �>�<W�78<N (��+�	 <�<K�.8�N 	89���,<N M�e�� 	8<3��',�N�� 	8<f8<I�N �<:&���5}42{  
So leave them to plunge in vain talk and blunder about until they face that Day of theirs 

which they are being promised. 

The reason for this attitude, even in today’s scenario, is that the disbelievers want to 

safeguard their interests and feel threatened by the one true religion which demands worship 

of only one God. They are too much in love with their wealth and status to come out of their 

worship of these “idols”. But on the day of judgement, the same people will be rushing 

towards Allah, like in this world they rush towards their goals and targets: 

 �>8<g�58<N �h<X<? M���A �<K�?�!�i �27	���� �j	�W1�!'�	 ���. �>8<1<�I�N �P8�N}43{  
The Day when they shall rush forward from their graves, as if they were racing towards a 

goal. 

But for the disbelievers it will be a most humiliating day... their arrogance will be turned to 

shame: 

8��'�	 �d���) �k+��) �<K9Z�:��L �<:<&��X��R 0k���l��= �>�<W�78<N 	8<?��i (��+�	 <P}44{  
With downcast eyes and countenances distorted with shame. Such will be the Day, which 

they are being promised. 

Just imagine this scene and think deeply... can we afford this pain of regret and humiliation 

on a day from which there is no turning back?  

So turn back to Allah now when you can and enter into His shade of mercy. Allah’s 

obedience is the only protection from the trials of this world and of the hereafter. May Allah 

guide us all... ameen. 

 



Surah Al-Muzzammil 

��������	 �������	 ��	 ����� 

You must have read the stories of great men in the way of Allah who went without proper 

food for long periods of time. Kept fasts and then after the long day of work would break their 

fast with just dates and water. They even went to war, travelling hundreds of miles in the hot 

desert with minimal provisions, or transport... so have you ever wondered what was the 

source of their energy? How did they survive those extreme conditions? Never in any Hadith 

or narration have I heard any self pity or expression of resentment or any sense of 

deprivation. Now compare it with the abundance of food and luxuries of our present situation 

and surprisingly people are not satisfied. Talk to anyone you want and most of the time you 

will listen to a long list of problems and complaints. Everyone seems to be angry at the 

circumstances and full of self pity... why? Isn’t this a strange equation? They had nothing 

and they were energetic and enthusiastic... we have everything and yet feel lost and 

confused. Obviously there must be some ingredient which they had and we don’t... and I 

believe it was that very ingredient which gave them energy and deep satisfaction.  

Wouldn’t you like to discover that secret? I just found it in today’s surah Al-Muzzammil... 

 ����������	 ������� ���}1{ �#$��$�% �&��' ���&$�	 ���%}2{  
O you who wraps himself in clothing! Arise to Pray at night except for a little- 

This surah was revealed in the early years of Makkan period. The task of receiving the divine 

revelation and then conveying it to others required a lot of effort. So Allah Ta’ala is calling 

the Prophet (s.a.w) in such a loving way to get energy from the closeness of His Lord in the 

last part of the night. And this prayer has one special ornament... the beautiful recitation of 

Quran: 

...... �#$��*��* �+,��-��	 ���*�.�/}4{  
.......and recite the Qur’an in slow, measured, rhythmic tones..... 

To experience the delight of this gift... which is the night prayer, you need to have faith in 

Allah. Otherwise if someone mentions to us Tahajjud, the first thought which enters our mind 

is “how will I get my sleep?” and so we remain empty and deprived from this great pleasure, 

this total satisfaction which fulfils all our needs. That is why we have this emptiness in our 



lives... because we are missing out on this treasure which is laid out every single night of our 

lives and we are too ignorant or lazy to get up and grab it with both hands!! 

There are a lot of people I know who want to do great things for Allah but they complain of 

having no energy. But the same people will get energy for all the worldly tasks... strange, 

isn’t it? Some of us even go as far as to recognize that our Nafs is too spoilt and doesn’t 

want to do anything except to fulfil its desires. But then we don’t get any clue how to train our 

inner “self”. Allah is telling us here the golden rule that if you want to train it then you will 

have to make it work!! 

 �#$��% �1�2�%���/ 	34�5�/ �6�7�� �8�9 ���&$�	 �:�;�7��< &+�'}6{  
Surely the getting up at night for prayer is most effective for controlling the self and most 

suitable for reciting the Qur’an as well; 

Everything in our religion makes sense... nothing is against human intellect. Of course the 

one who created our intellect and who made the rules of life, are not different... but the one 

and only Allah. So how could there be any contradiction in what we need and what we have? 

It is only prejudice which makes us doubt the commands of Allah and we think there is no 

requirement for them. Such people may ask that what is the need for Tahajjud when we 

already have five prayers to connect to Allah... Isn’t that enough for spiritual nourishment? 

The answer is in the next verse: 

 �#$��2�> �?@A�B �.����C��	 8�D �E�� &+�'}7{  
Because, during the day you are hard pressed with worldly affairs  

There has to be sometime during the cycle of night and day when we can be close to Allah 

with absolutely no distraction whatsoever; and that is possible only at night: 

 �#$��GA�* �H����' ���G�A�*�/ �E���. ��B	 ���I�J	�/}8{  
Remember the name of your Rabb and (detach from everything to) devote yourself to Him 

exclusively. 

To be cut off from all things does not imply that you leave your home and family and start 

living in jungles or mountains. Rather it means a sort of mental detachment at the time of 

prayer. Imagine you love someone most dearly. No matter where you are, you remember 

that person. But when you are in the company of that most beloved person you don’t 

remember anybody else... such should be our relationship with Allah. But sadly we are 

totally opposite... when we are with Allah we don’t forget duniya... throughout prayer we are 



immersed in the thoughts of people or things... and when we are in duniya, we forget Allah 

and do exactly as the duniya expects us to do... 

But are we so blind that we don’t understand who is more worthy of our love and devotion? 

Imagine someone who owns everything and can give you all that you need... will you not 

turn to him completely? 

 �#$��I�/ �L�M�N�*��D �2�9 �&��' �H���' ��� �O��P����	�/ �Q��R����	 �O�.}9{  
He is the Rabb of the east and the west: there is no God but Him, therefore, take Him as 

your Protector. 

If today you get this good news that there is someone who is willing to take all your worries 

and is promising to sort out all your problems... how will you feel? 

So try it out tonight and give Allah the burden of your heart. Just experience the pleasure of 

breathing easy☺ 

But what about people and their unfair attitudes? They make life so miserable and there 

seems to be no solution... but look here; Allah has a solution for everything...He is so 

perfect!! 

 �#$����T 	?�U�9 ��9��U9	�/ �+2��2�-�� ��� V�$�W ��AX	�/}10{  
Bear patiently with what they say and leave their company in a polite manner. 

In other words we have to be patient and learn not to be judgemental. If someone tries to 

come between you and Allah... just be very calm and find another route. Allah is 

everywhere!! 

The day of recompense is not far and we should all be worrying about that instead of 

wasting our energies on petty little issues: 

�U��	 �Z�<��I�/ �[��A�U��	�/ �\.�]��	 �̂ �T��* �12�� �#$����� �?A��_�I �[��A}14{  
On the day when the earth with all its mountains will be in a violent commotion, and the 

mountains will crumble into heaps of shifting sand. 

The thought of the hereafter is enough to remind us of the reality of life. Without the end in 

mind, we tend to magnify small irritations and trials, into huge problems. But really the 

thought of Allah’s judgement brings everything into the right perspective. That is why Allah 

says: 



�H���. V���' �M�N�*	 4��7 ����D à���I�M�* �L�M�9 &+�'  �#$��A�B}19{  
Surely this is but a reminder, so let him who wills, take the Right way to His Rabb. 

I love this ayat because it gives an unbeatable answer to an excuse largely used by people 

who are so much in love with their worldly life that they cannot think of anything beyond its 

boundaries... and then they say things like “It is Allah’s will whom he wants to guide... so if 

he will guide us we will also pray or do Hajj.” Especially for Hajj people usually say “Only he 

can go whom Allah calls”. But see how clearly Allah is saying that whosoever wants, can 

make a way towards Allah... The guidance is clear; now it is up to us whether we go to the 

right way or keep hiding behind excuses. 

The next and final ayah is a long one and I will take it in parts because there are very 

important lessons which deal with practical application of the wonderful concepts discussed 

earlier...  

The first point is that Allah knows our limitations and weaknesses so he made things really 

easy and do-able by saying these beautiful words: 

                            ......�+,��-��	 ���� �������* ��� 	/�b���%��D.........therefore, read from the Qur’an as much 

as you easily can. 

This is because people are in different situations and they can judge from their own routine 

how much they can sacrifice from their sleep: 

�� ���$�W �+2�$�*��-�� �+/���c,�/ �H&$�	 ��d�D ��� �+2�P�GA�� �\.�]��	 8�D �+2����d�� �+/���c,�/ V�e��� ��fC�� �+2�f���B +

�HC�� �������* ��� 	/�b���%��D �H&$�	 ����A�B 8�D....... He knows that there may be some sick people 

among you, and some others who travel through the land to seek Allah’s bounty; and yet 

some others fighting for the cause of Allah. Therefore, read as much of the Qur’an as you 

easily can. 

This is such a beautiful example of Allah’s love and mercy for his faithful slaves. On one 

hand he does not give orders to read any definite amount of Quran... secondly He also 

hasn’t given us a complete leave from this duty... work hard to meet the requirements of life 

but the Quran will go side by side...and not just for the night prayer but even in the day; 

whether you memorize it or keep a copy in your bag! Just read whatever you can easily 

read... but do not leave it behind☺ 



The night prayer and reading the words of the beautiful Quran at that time; is really an act of 

love and desire... Allah must appreciate it so much... but does it mean you can now skip your 

fajar salah? Or other duties? NO not at all...  

�?C���� �?e��% �H&$�	 	2�e���%���/ �a��I���	 	2�*,�/ �a��$�g�	 	2����%���/..... Establish the Salah (five time daily 

prayers) and pay the Zakah (poor due), and give to Allah a goodly loan. 

We have discussed before, what it is to give loan to Allah; but I heard a most amazing 

definition from a scholar and want to share it will all... “Qardhan Hasanan” (giving beautiful 

loan) means to spend our lives and our belongings for the sake of Allah without any 

expectation of payment. It doesn’t mean that you don’t want reward from Allah... rather it 

means that while giving, your heart should just want to give out of love of Allah and not to 

spend in a calculating way. It means to give generously and selflessly... there is a difference 

when you calculate what you will get out of it. And see the next words say it all: 

�hW���/ 	?���c �2�9 �H&$�	 �6C�W �L/�6�U�* i���c ��� ��f���j<�]�� 	2���6�-�* ����/	?�T�� �� .... Whatever good you will 

send forth for yourselves, you will find it with Allah, which will be much better and greater in 

reward. 

It seems as if there could be no more to be said but one thing remains and that is to humbly 

ask Allah’s forgiveness... why? Because nothing you do is without faults. It is human nature 

to make mistakes and the only thing which erases these errors is Allah’s loving forgiveness 

because He certainly is the most Merciful: 

...... �j�k �H&$�	 &+�' �H&$�	 	/���jP�GB	�/ l�����. l.2}20{  

Seek Allah’s forgiveness, surely Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful. 

We need to spread this truth to others too because there are so many doubts and 

misconceptions in the minds of people due to ignorance and over-involvement with the 

affairs of daily existence. They need to be told that the real source of everything is Allah and 

the only way to peace and happiness is to put your trust in Him and turn to Him with love and 

humility. Our hearts are so burdened with pressures of all kinds but Allah is offering His 

protection to us. Why should we deprive ourselves when we have such a forgiving and 

merciful Rabb  who is willing to take us into His mercy... if only we turn to Him and follow the 

path that leads to success... InshaAllah.  



Surah Al-Muddassir 

 بِسْمِ الِله الرَّحْْنِ الرَّحِيمِ 

Before studying the Quran I used to consider myself as a fairly good Muslim but my heart 

was totally involved in this world and its various issues. Religion for me was a set of rituals 

and after having done them such as Salah and zikr, I considered having done my duty and 

now was free to occupy my time with the things that needed to be done or things that I loved 

doing. So basically my time was divided into two slots... one was for doing the “duties” and  

the other was for “relaxation/enjoyment”. As long as things went smoothly I was ok, but 

whenever some problem came up I used to be very upset and confused. I just couldn’t 

understand why people had to suffer miseries, why do they have to die? Why were people 

so selfish and inconsiderate? Why do they have to hurt others and make life miserable for 

those around them? Because my vision was blocked and I could see things from the 

perspective of this world only, so it depressed me..... Until Allah blessed me with the 

guidance of the Quran which restored my vision and I began to understand the true purpose 

of my existence. 

But why am I telling this story now? What does it have to do with Surah Al-Muddassir? 

Actually this great surah has reminded me how terrible it is to live life with a distorted vision, 

even in the midst of a million blessings. Can a lost person be happy? Even if he is driving the 

most luxurious car... certainly he cannot enjoy the ride until he knows where he is going. 

Even if he deludes himself of having fun, can he reach his destination?  

Unfortunately this is the way most people are living their lives and there is such a great need 

for us to spread the real truth which Allah has revealed and preserved in the form of Quran 

and Sunnah; but to try to wake up a sleeping person who does not want to wake up... is not 

such a simple task. We need to have a lot of love, goodwill, sincerity and knowledge of the 

proper etiquettes of “Dawah” (calling people to Allah). Therefore Allah has given us a 

complete manual right in the beginning of Surah Al-Muddassir which was originally 

addressed to our Prophet (may peace and blessings be upon Him) 

ث ِّرُ }  {2{قُمْ فأَنَذِرْ }1ياَ أيَ ُّهَا الْمُدَّ
O you wrapped up (in garments)! Arise and deliver your warning. 

We keep reading so many warnings about health hazards, about possible weather 

calamities, about rise and fall of markets and how we should invest our money... all the 



dangers of the world and our fear of loss and failure makes us believe whatever is told to 

us... we immediately turn to safety measures... but the fact is that none of the dangers of this 

world can compare to the greatest danger of the hereafter i.e. the terrible hellfire... that is 

something which we need to save our souls from- first and foremost... because in this life the 

problem will go away or your life will end. Either way we will be released from whatever 

difficulty that might come our way... but if someone fails the test of life and displeases Allah 

through disobedience and arrogance then the pain will be everlasting... may Allah save us 

from that (Ameen)  

رْ }  {3وَرَبَّكَ فَكَب ِّ
And proclaim the greatness of your Rabb. 

We say the words “Allahu Akbar in all our prayers and in the words of Azaan we hear this... 

but is it really the feeling of our heart? Does it reflect in our behaviour? The real essence of 

religion is that we establish Allah’s absolute greatness in our lives by giving Him the topmost 

priority in all our decisions. His pleasure should be our greatest goal and His fear should be 

our greatest fear. Now these are the two basic concepts that we have to convey.... Allah’s 

Greatness and the reality of the hereafter... these two are the motivators of the heart. next 

comes the outward appearance of the caller to faith... 

رْ }  {4وَثيَِابَكَ فَطَهِّ
And purify your garments. 

Why is this so important that Allah has specifically mentioned it in the Quran? Generally 

people have this misconception that a religious person has no concern with the physical 

aspects of life. We should understand that all these things are a blessing for man and we 

should use them with goodness and gratitude so that they increase us in Allah’s love and 

obedience. Also cleanliness is something which has a direct effect on our soul as well as the 

person whom we interact with. So a believer might be poor and wear old clothes but they will 

always be clean like his heart... because Allah has ordered us to stay away from all bad 

things: 

 {5وَالرُّجْزَ فاَىْجُرْ }
Keep yourself away from uncleanliness. 



When we do something good to others we feel good and it is very natural... but just take care 

that never think that you have done any favour on anyone... Because it is Allah’s favour on 

us that He enables us to do anything good and also whatever we do is eventually going to 

benefit our own selves. So never expect that others should acknowledge your goodness: 

 {6وَلََ تََنُْن تَسْتَكْثِرُ }
Do not favour others to expect a gain. 

After having taken all these steps when you lovingly and sincerely call people to Allah, it 

might happen that most people will not take it positively and will blame you of “acting very 

pious” or other such remarks. Therefore the quality which we need most in this way is 

“patience for the sake of Allah”... 

 {7وَلرَِبِّكَ فاَصْبِْ }
And be patient for the sake of your Rabb. 

The spiritual fulfillment in connecting people to Allah and giving them hope of His mercy and 

a light of guidance is something which cannot be expressed in words. But only those people 

can achieve it who are willing to bear the pain of rejection and ridicule with patience. 

Because one comes across a lot of people who will not like to hear the truth and will even try 

to prove that the caller to faith is himself a wrong person. Such an example has been 

described in the next few verses where Allah tells us of an affluent man in Makkah who tried 

to prove that Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w) was just mesmerising people with his magic and 

that there was no truth in his sayings.... how could he even say such a thing about a man 

whom the whole town knew to be the most truthful and the most trustworthy. Obviously it 

was just his arrogance, as is expressed in the following words: 

 {24{فَ قَالَ إِنْ ىَذَا إِلََّ سِحْرٌ يُ ؤْثَ رُ }23ثَُُّ أدَْبَ رَ وَاسْتَكْبَ رَ }
Then he turned his back in scornful pride and said: “This is nothing but a magic derived from 

the old”; 

Even after fourteen centuries the same thing happens that people who feel threatened that if 

Islam comes into the lives of people then it will be an end to their wrong ways so they try to 

prove that the caller to Allah’s message is projecting some self created theories: 

 {25إِنْ ىَذَا إِلََّ قَ وْلُ الْبَشَرِ }



“This is nothing but the word of a human being." 

Although in this world they are not being caught and punished for their falsehood, and some 

people might even believe and follow them... thinking them to be so powerful and intelligent 

but in the hereafter they will be given their due return for their disbelief and arrogance: 

 {29{لَوَّاحَةٌ لِّلْبَشَرِ }28{لََ تُ بْقِي وَلََ تَذَرُ }27{وَمَا أدَْراَكَ مَا سَقَرُ }26سَأُصْلِيوِ سَقَرَ }
Soon I shall cast him into “Saqar”. What will make you understand, what “Saqar” is? It is 

burning fire which leaves nothing and spares none. It shrivels the human flesh. 

Our actions and words do not always show up in any obvious consequence in this world. 

Some people continue to do injustice to others but no one ever takes them to task. We 

continue to make the same mistakes time and time again but we don’t have to pay for them. 

This makes us relaxed regarding the consequences of the hereafter but we should 

remember that Allah does not punish us in this world but he has warned us again and again 

in the Quran, about the day when each and every thought word and deed will be weighed... 

 {38كُلُّ نَ فْسٍ بِاَ كَسَبَتْ رَىِينَةٌ }
Every soul is held in pledge for its deeds. 

And when people will be thrown into the hellfire, which they had denied all their life, they will 

be asked: 

 {42مَا سَلَكَكُمْ فِ سَقَرَ }
“What brought you into hell?” 

Just look at their answer...  

 {43قاَلوُا لََْ نَكُ مِنَ الْمُصَلِّيَن }
They will answer: “We did not use to offer the Salah (prayers) 

We take salah so lightly although it is the first thing that will be asked of us in the hereafter. 

And then the other thing which we never think of: 

 {44ولََْ نَكُ نطُْعِمُ الْمِسْكِيَن }
We did not use to feed the poor 



Amazingly the next ayat depicts our biggest distraction which is eating away our time and life 

and we don’t even realize it... 

 {45وكَُنَّا نََوُضُ مَعَ الْْاَئِضِيَن }
We used to join those who wasted their time in vain talk 

All this is due to the fact that our belief in the hereafter is diminishing in direct proportion to 

the increasing love for the worldly activities. Today we claim to have faith in Allah and the 

hereafter but on that day of the final judgement, the disbelievers will realize the truth: 

ينِ }وكَُنَّا نُكَذِّ   {46بُ بيَِ وْمِ الدِّ
And we used to deny the Day of Judgment, 

How terrible it is to dwell in an infinite sea of torture and regret... but sadly we don’t pay 

attention to the warnings in this life when we still have a chance to make things right...  

 {49مَا لََمُْ عَنِ التَّذْكِرةَِ مُعْرِضِيَن }فَ 
Then what is the matter with them that they turn away from this admonition? 

We run away from facing the truth and we think we are being very intelligent and 

independent; but look at what Allah is saying here: 

سْتَنفِرةٌَ }  {51{فَ رَّتْ مِن قَسْوَرةٍَ }55كَأنَ َّهُمْ حُْرٌُ مُّ
Like frightened donkeys fleeing from a lion. 

If only we had realized that Quran is such a great blessing of guidance and knowledge, then 

we would have honoured it more than anything else but our hearts are trapped in the illusion 

of this world and we have neglected to learn and apply the reminders of the Quran: 

 {54كَلََّّ إِنَّوُ تَذْكِرةٌَ }
But no! Surely this Qur’an is an admonition. 

But Allah does not force guidance on us. He has given us the freedom of choice. And this is 

the test of life how we use this freedom. Therefore the Quran benefits only those who accept 

its truth and choose to be reminded: 



 {55فَمَن شَاء ذكََرهَُ }
So whosoever will (let him read it), and receive admonition (from it)! 

Just as there is an arrogance of disbelief similarly there is an arrogance of piety. And this is 

so sad that some people tend to think of themselves as so pure and righteous and then start 

to look down on others. This is again a trap of the devil and we must be very very careful not 

to fall in this error. We must remember to be extra thankful to Allah day and night and bow 

our hearts in front of His majesty because we could not have achieved guidance without 

Allah’s will... 

قْوَى وَأَىْلُ الْمَغْفِرةَِ }وَمَا يَذْكُرُونَ إِلََّ أَ   {56ن يَشَاء اللَّوُ ىُوَ أَىْلُ الت َّ
But none takes heed except by the will of Allah. He Alone is worthy to be feared and He 

Alone is worthy to forgive those who fear Him. 

What a magnificent ayat this is... ending with the most powerful reminder that ONLY Allah is 

deserving of our fear and ONLY He has the power of forgiveness.  

May Allah give us Hidayat and save us from arrogance and disbelief. May this message 

reach to all the people of this world...Ameen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Surah Al-Qiyamah 

��������	 �������	 ��	 ����� 

As we continue with our daily existence... it seems to be an unending cycle of day and night 

but the fact is that with each passing moment we are coming closer and closer to our end. 

Even though we “believe” in the Day of Judgement, yet it seems to be a dreamy sort of event 

which is to come in a far away future. Due to a severe lack of knowledge of Quran and 

Hadith, we have started believing in the illusions of this world and think of it as reality; with 

the result that the reality of “resurrection and recompense” seems to be an illusion.  

If you change the sign boards on the roads by switching over east with west...can anybody 

reach their destination? Similarly the certainty that the day of Judgement is very near, acts 

as a sign post in our conscious minds, motivating us to stay on the right way... therefore 

Allah takes oath of this great day... 

 �����������	 ������� �������� ���}1{ 

I swear by the Day of Resurrection 

Apart from giving us knowledge of the day of Qiyamah, Allah has blessed all of us with a 

very sophisticated “tool” which is the conscience. It is like an alarm which rings as soon as 

we do something wrong. The strength of this alarm depends on the strength of our faith and 

knowledge. And the fact that Allah has taken oath of it really makes me think how great this 

blessing is... but sadly how little we make use of it: 

 ����	��"#�	 �$�%�&���� �������� ����'}2{  

And I swear by the self reproaching soul! 

But the people of Makkah to whom these verses were revealed did not want to believe in 

Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w) and tried to challenge the divine verses with their logic of 

possibilities... Allah asks them: 

 �)����*�+ �,��-�. �"��� �/���.�0��	 �1��2�3��}3{  

Does man think that We shall not be able to put his bones together? 

The answer is so amazing and awesome: 



 �)�.��&�� �56���7. /�� 8�#�+ ��3�9�:��� 8�#��}4{  

Why not? We are able to put together, in perfect order, the very tips of his fingers. 

After reading this verse, I just sat mesmerized looking at my finger tips and marvelling at the 

pattern of the lines... so fine and so intricate. It was as if I was seeing them for the first time 

and I understood that this is how Quran opens our eyes! How amazing is the power of that 

Rabb who created these tiny joints with all the details and will again make us whole and 

complete, even after we become a collection of dust and bones... 

But some people prefer to remain blind even after seeing it all... until they will be overtaken 

by the horrors of the Qiyamah: 

 ���<�=��	 �>���� 	�?�0�@}7{  

When the sight shall be dazed... 

When some calamity hits us in this world our first reaction is to run away from the scene but 

on that final day there will be no place to protect anyone: 

 7��%����	 ��3�� BC�D����3 �/���.�0��	 �E����3}10{ �9�G�' ��� �"#�H}11{  

- on that Day man will ask: “Is there any way to escape?” Nay! There will be no refuge. 

How we deny the truth with our logics and the power of speech but on the day of judgement 

Allah will tell us the reality of what we did... 

 ���I���' ���J�� ����� BC�D����3 �/���.�0��	 �K�=�&�3}13{  

On that Day man shall be told about all his deeds, from the first to the last. 

It is not that we are blind about ourselves... rather Allah has given us both outer and inner 

vision and we can see where we are going wrong; but we just have this habit of denial due to 

which we don’t admit our faults and seldom try to correct them: 

 LM�N�<�� �)���%�. 8�#�+ �/���.�0��	 �O��}14{ �P��3�?��Q�� 8������ ����'}15{  

Indeed, man shall bear witness against himself, even though he shall plead with 

excuses. 



The reason behind this self deception is nothing but the love of this world. Instead of being 

mesmerised by Allah and bowing down in front of His greatness, we are mesmerised by the 

love of the world and its temporary benefits and pleasures....  

 ���#�S��Q��	 �/�7=�2�T �O�� �"#�H}20{  

Nay, the fact is that you people love this fleeting life. 

We go on blindly in pursuit of this world, not realizing that the price we are paying for it is too 

high: 

 �M���IU��	 �/'�9�C�T�'}21{  

and you are heedless of the Hereafter. 

Some might say that to change our lifestyle for the sake of the Akhirah is nearly impossible 

and what will become of us if we give up the haram pleasures... others might even try to 

prove that the haram is not haram anymore... but amidst all this non seriousness and denial 

there will still be some fortunate people who will seek the truth and follow it even though they 

have to make some sacrifices... but look at how they will be honoured and pleased on the 

day of Judgement: 

 LM���V��. BC�D����3 WP��S�'}22{ LM���X��. ��Y6��9 8���Z}23{  

On that Day, some faces shall be bright, looking towards their Rabb. 

What greater joy can there be that the one whom you try to please is actually pleased with 

you... the one you love, loves you... So when the believers of Allah will look at the 

countenance of their Rabb and see with their eyes how pleased He is with their efforts then it 

will be a supreme moment of joy for them and they will forget every other thing that they 

were given before that. Can anything in this world compare with this pleasure? 

But it is a matter of faith and for those who don’t believe in these verses and continue on 

their ways, there is a sad end awaiting them: 

 LM���[��� BC�D����3 WP��S�'�'}24{ LM������@ ��Y�� �O�Q�%�3 /�� 7��*�T}25{  

And on that Day some faces shall be gloomy, thinking that some backbreaking calamity 

is about to be inflicted on them. 

How can we not believe when we have seen death with our own eyes...?  



 �\��	���]�	 ̂ �_�#�� 	�?�Z �"#�H}26{ a>	�9 ��� �O����'}27{  

Nay, when a man’s soul is about to leave and reaches to the throat; and those around 

him cry: “Is there any enchanter to help?" 

How sad is the moment of departure... think of the pain of any separation and then multiply it 

with infinity... that will be the intensity of saying farewell to this world forever: 

 �>	���%��	 �)�.�� ���X�'}28{  

Then man will be certain that it was the time of departure from this world. 

So what will be the state of the person who did not do any of the things which Allah told him 

to do? Where will he go now? 

 �>�������	 BC�D����3 �c6��9 8���Z}30{  

that will be the Day of driving towards your Rabb. 

Allah specially mentions two things and it is a sort of warning to us that while we have still 

time we must hold on to these things which the unfortunate soul neglected to do: 

 8"#�d ����' �>�J�d ��#�@}31{  

But in this life he neither believed, nor offered Salah (prayed); 

And then Allah repeats again and again the word which we fear the most... misery and 

suffering... 

 8��'�K�@ �c�� 8��'��}34{ 8��'�K�@ �c�� 8��'�� ���e}35{  

Woe to you, O man! Woe to you. Again woe to you, O man! Woe to you. 

How can we even think of being independent in our choices and decisions? When we have 

been created from a drop of water and through various stages Allah has made us complete 

humans... how can we even dare to disobey the one who gave us this life and everything?  

 fgJ�[ �h��]�3 /�� �/���.�0��	 �1��2�3��}36{ i��%�j�. �c�3 ����� 8�&��3 k\�&�� �6�}37{  

Does man think that he will be left to wander around without any purpose? Was he not 

once a drop of emitted semen? 



If we contemplate on this amazing creation of our bodies, of this universe, of all the varieties 

and species of plants and animals, night and day, the sun, moon and stars... all separate yet 

woven together in a complex program of life and death... then how can we think that Allah 

who created it the first time cannot do so again? 

2�3 /�� 8�#�+ a9�:����� �c���? �$����� 8�T�����	 �\��}40{  

Has He not then the power to bring the dead to life? 

For me this Surah is such a powerful reminder that whatever excuses I have to put the 

interests of this life ahead of the hereafter, all those reasons, logics, and excuses are as 

baseless, as weak, and as foolish as the disbelief in resurrection. Because if we really 

believe in our destination then we cannot loiter and waste our time on the way... if we truly 

believe in the immense pleasures of the hereafter then we cannot lag behind in achieving 

the maximum benefits. Allah has programmed into us a need for permanent happiness and 

success... it is just a matter of faith where we believe it can be found. If we believe it is in the 

hereafter then will work for that and if we think that it can be found in this world then it will be 

striving in vain... 

May Allah save us from all false illusions and open our eyes to the reality. May He increase 

us in our faith and guide us to the ultimate success...ameen 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



Surah Ad-Dahr 

��������	 �������	 ��	 ����� 

I have loved this Surah even before I studied its meaning. Sounds a bit strange... how can 

one be inspired by something that one doesn’t even know or understand? This is the miracle 

of the Quran that it attracts your heart in so many ways... and one of its attractions is its 

rhyme and rhythm of words. I remember that some years ago I received a “Ramadan gift-

pack” from a friend of mine in which she had put in some booklets, pamphlets, cards of duas 

etc. Along with that there were some cassettes. Instantly I played one of those and heard for 

the first time the recitation of Surah Ad-Dahr... I thought I had never heard anything so 

beautiful in my whole life. Although I couldn’t understand it then but just listening to its 

mesmerising sound I knew there must be something very special in these amazing words 

that sounded like something out of this world!  

Alhamdulillah today after studying it I feel like Allah has answered all my questions regarding 

life and its mysteries. I understood that we feel lost because we keep looking for guidance 

from people. And we don’t realize that only Allah has the complete knowledge and only He 

has the ability to make us see things from the right perspective. To understand life we must 

understand how and why it all began... 

 	��������� ������ ����  �!� ��"�#�	 ��$� %&�� �'���(�)��	 *!+�, *�-!. �/�"}1{ 
Has there not passed over man a period of time when he was nothing- -not even 

mentioned? 

Try to imagine what the world would be like if there was not a single person in it... empty 

houses, empty roads, no human voices, no traffic, nothing... How meaningless it would be 

without human beings... therefore it is such a big truth that Allah created everything for us... 

but what have we been created for? Allah answers in the next ayah: 

 	�3�4�� ��5����6 78��9�+�5�:!; �<��+�=>�( ?@��A�!. BC!D�EF( ��� !'���(�)��	 ��9�G!+�H ��(�I}2{  
Indeed, We have created man from the sperm drop containing both sexes, so that We 

may test him. Therefore, We gave him the faculties of hearing and sight. 

So life is a test... we keep hearing this sentence but rarely does anyone ask... what is the 

subject of this test? What is the syllabus? What type of questions will be asked? 



 	����D!� ����I�K 	������� ����I !/��>���	 78��9 �#�" ��(�I}3{  
Then We guided him to the Way: Now, it is his choice either to be grateful or to be a 

disbeliever. 

The syllabus for our test has come straight from the heavens. Allah sent us the complete 

guide in the form of Quran. He sent us the most perfect teacher, Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w) 

who not only taught us the Quran but also taught us the wisdom to apply it in our lives. So 

now it is up to us whether we are grateful or ungrateful. If we appreciate life, acknowledge 

with our words and deeds that everything that we have has been given to us by Allah so it 

should be used according to His will and Desire, then we have passed this test; otherwise 

there is a terrible end... 

 	�3�5�6�K ����!+�M!.�K �!+�6�!+�6 �� ���;�!��+�� ��(#�=,!. ��(�I}4{  
For the disbelievers, We have prepared chains, fetters and a blazing fire. 

Sometimes paradise seems an impossible target but this Surah has given me such a hope 

and encouragement that it is not so difficult to achieve... the only thing we need to get there 

is to be grateful... Being grateful means that you have a positive attitude... you recognize that 

Allah had given you so much that you cannot even count. So you will try to win His pleasure 

with goodness and excellence in all that you do... such will be the fortunate people: 

 	����;�!� ��O7P	�Q�� !'�!� ?R�S!� ��� !'�7���A�  ��	���!S��	 T'�I}5{ 	�3�:�D�- ��O�(K7�$:!D7  �<T+�	 7V��>�, ��O�� 7W��A�  ��9��,

}6{  
The righteous shall be in paradise drinking from a cup of wine mixed with Kafoor 

(camphor-water), from a gushing spring at which the servants of Allah will refresh 

themselves, and shall be able to take out its channels from place to place at their will. 

The most prized quality of grateful people is that they fulfil their commitments and fear the 

day of Judgement: 

�;�7 ���� !'������9  	�3�E�=�7� 78F��� !'�!� �����  !'��;��Y� �K}7{  
They are those who keep their vows and dread the Day of widespread terror 

The Arabic word for a vow is “Nazr”. This means that a person makes some commitment 

with Allah to do some extra deeds. Nazr is defined as making something obligatory on 



oneself which is not otherwise an obligation. There reason to do so is to gain pleasure and 

nearness of Allah; because being humans we tend to make a lot of mistakes and the only 

way we can hope to wash away the effects of these mistakes is to do replace them with lots 

of extra good deeds. But just making intention is not enough because after the initial burst of 

motivation our efforts tend to fade off. So we should make commitments with Allah, not only 

for extra salah or fasting but also of other deeds of goodness... some for our personal 

development like education of Quran and Hadith and other targets of helping people: 

 	�3�6!.�K �����=� �K ��9������ �<$>7� *!+�, �[��5TE�	 !'�7��5�E7 �K}8{  
And they feed the poor, the orphan and the captive for the love of Allah 

But all along this road to success we need to keep looking at our compass, the tool which 

tells us where we are going. In the journey of life, our compass is the intention of our 

hearts... the motivating factor. It is human weakness that we want instant recognition and 

appreciation from people but we can correct this habit by reminding ourselves that our goal 

is to attain Allah’s approval: 

 	�����7� �!��K ]	�Q�P ���9�� 7# ��7( �!� �<T+�	 �<P���� ���7��5�E7( ����(�I}9{  
(They say): “We feed you for the sake of Allah Alone; we seek from you neither reward 

nor thanks 

Awareness of the reality is such a great blessing of Allah and we should all pray and work 

hard to attain it through humbleness and acquiring knowledge. It is this awareness which 

motivates a person to do countless acts of generosity yet instead of becoming pleased with 

himself he keeps fearing His Lord... 

�� ��� 7_��Y�( ��(�I 	�� ��!E�!̀ ��6�7>�, �����  ��9$�}10{  
Indeed we dread our Rabb's torment of a very distressful Day. 

And this balance of gratitude and Allah’s fear leads a person to ultimate success: 

76�K �b��c�( �7"�TG!��K �[�����	 �d��!e ���� 7<T+�	 7�7"�!̀��!; 	��K7�}11{  
So Allah will deliver them from the evil of that Day, and bestow on them freshness and 

joy 

To be saved from the hellfire and to enter Paradise... this is the ultimate success: 



 	�� �����K �C�9�P 	K7��>�f ����� �7"	�Q�P�K}12{  
And their recompense shall be Paradise, and silken garments, because they were 

patient. 

No success comes without a price and the price of eternal happiness is Patience. We simply 

cannot do anything without patience and perseverance. Someone rightly said that patience 

and gratitude are two wings and we can fly to Jannat if both these wings remain strong. If 

one of them is cut off our flight will be in serious danger... It might seem hard to swallow the 

unpleasant things of this life with patience but just see how much reward there is awaiting 

those who decide to do it: 

 	�� ���O��g �!��K ������ ��O��; !'K���  �!� �d�h	��!S��	 *!+�, ��O��; �&�����=7�}13{  
There they shall be reclining upon high couches; they shall feel neither the scorching 

heat nor the biting cold 

It brings to mind such a delightful picture... complete serenity and freedom from all highs and 

lows... no more burning sun... no more freezing cold; just relax and enjoy the pleasures of 

Paradise: 

�+������- ��O�;��E�̀ i!+j��e�K ��O���!+�k ��O�!+�, �C���(	�V�K �}14{  
The trees of paradise will spread their shade around them, and their fruits will hang in 

clusters within their easy reach. 

This is probably the only Surah in Quran where we find such a vivid description of Jannah. 

Reading such words increases our love for Allah even more, for all His detailed preparations 

and also for telling us in advance... so that we can work even harder to achieve it and bear 

the loneliness and hardships of this way in happiness of anticipation: 

 	�� ��	��!̀ i�(�!� ?W	����!.�K BC�c�; �$� BC���(l�� ��O�!+�, 7_�!E7 �K}15{ 	�� �#�G�- ��"K7��#!̀ BC�c�; ��� �� ��	��!̀

}16{  
They shall be served with silver dishes, goblets of crystal, and goblets made of crystal-

clear silver, filled by their attendants in due measure. 

There will be such honours given to the successful people which we cannot even imagine: 



 	���7O!m ���	���� �7OF��� �7"�!G�6�K BC�c�; ��� ���K��6!. 	�n+7��K %o��>�=6�I�K %�c7H ?R7#976 7W����p �7O������,}21{  
They (the residents of paradise) shall be arrayed in the garments of fine green silk and 

rich brocade, and adorned with bracelets of silver, and their Rabb will give them pure 

wine to drink. 

Why is all this being given to them? Because they sought Allah’s appreciation and so Allah 

will give them what they strived for: 

 	�����A�� ���7�5�6 !'�!��K ]	�Q�P ���!� !'�!� 	!��" T'�I}22{  
"Verily this is a Reward for you, and your Endeavour is accepted and recognised." 

Whenever I imagine the long road to Paradise, the ultimate pleasure I visualize is that Allah 

will say “your efforts have been appreciated”.  This longing to hear these words from Allah is 

the greatest motivating force in the world. It makes every other thing secondary... people’s 

pleasure, their approval, their criticism, their hurts... everything just fades away. But to 

strengthen this vision you need to keep looking outside the window of this temporary world 

into the infinity of the hereafter... And do you know where I found such a window? It is the 

Quran...  

 ��(�I ��+ �q�- !'r��G��	 �d�!+�, ��9���Q�( 7�s�(}23{  
Surely, it is We Who have sent down this Qur’an to you through gradual revelations, 

But these days, even to reach this “window” requires a lot of patience and determination; 

because lots of evil forces are there to stop your way. That is why Allah says: 

 	����D!� K!. ����pr �7O9�� t�E7- �!��K �d$��� ����7s�� ��>f�!;}24{  
Therefore, await with patience the command of your Rabb and do not yield to any sinner 

or disbeliever. 

But we need strength even to do Sabar... where will get that strength from?  

 ��+��f!.�K �b����7� �d$��� ��6	 �����e	�K}25{ ��+ ��!m ��+�!� 7<s$>�6�K 7<!� #7:6�!; �/�T+�	 �����K}26{  
Glorify the name of your Rabb morning and evening; prostrate before Him at night and 

glorify Him during the long hours of night. 



So Allah has made it so easy for us... go to him in Salah and get the energy to do sabar. Do 

sabar and get the rewards of paradise... then why are so few people willing to walk this way? 

What is stopping them? 

7u�" T'�I ��+��G!p �����  �7"]	���K !'K7�!�� �K !C!+�P��5��	 !'�F>�s7  ]�!�}27{  
These people love the transitory life of this world and neglect the heavy Day that is 

coming ahead. 

So we need to cut down on all trivial things which keep us addicted to the concerns of this 

world. This world is our necessity not our purpose... it is a way, not a destination. We can 

enjoy the scenes on the way but we don’t fall in love with them so much that we get off our 

train and start living there, forgetting our actual destination. But again only Allah has the 

power to reveal the reality to us... therefore hold tight to His words: 

 ��+��>�6 �<$��� *!��I !��Y�-	 ]��� ���!; vb�������- �8���" T'�I}29{  
This is indeed an admonition, so let him who will, adopt The Way to his Rabb 

So if you are a fortunate person already on the way of your Lord remember that one big trap 

of the devil is that he will try to make you arrogant... so Allah reminds you that there is no 

reason for you to feel proud of yourself because you could not be on the right way if he had 

not guided you: 

 �������� �����+�, !'�!� �<T+�	 T'�I 7<T+�	 ]��A�  '!. �T��I !'K7w��A�- ����K}30{  
But you cannot will, except by the will of Allah. Surely Allah is All-Knowledgeable, All-

Wise. 

Therefore we should just keep on doing our best and stay away from all self praising 

thoughts, words and deeds... patience and gratitude should be our motto and keep praying 

for Allah’s help and Mercy: 

 ������!. ���	!��, �7O!� �#�,!. �&�����Tx�	�K �<�=����� y�; ]��A�  ��� �/�H#7 }31{  
He admits to His mercy whom He wills, and for the wrongdoers He has prepared a 

painful punishment. 

Such a beautiful end to a heart moving surah! May this end be the start of a new awareness 

and a new energy and resolve to be the best slaves of Allah... humble, patient and grateful... 



forever turning to him in hope and fear... seeking His pleasure and working day and night 

towards this goal... InshaAllah 



Surah An-Naba’ 

  ِ�ْ�ِ� اِ ا���ْ��ِ
 ا���ِ��ِ�

Alhamdulillah we have reached the final part of the Quran. When I had started upon this 

journey, three years ago, I had been fully aware that I had taken upon myself such a huge 

task for which I was neither capable nor knowledgeable. Yet I believed that whatever I have 

studied in the Quran has to be shared with the whole world and Allah helps those who work 

for His pleasure. Thus I started writing these reviews... but really I had thought it almost 

impossible that I will ever reach the end!  

This is the way we live in this world. We move on from day to day and we know it has an end 

but our minds fail to imagine how something so full of life can cease to exist. That is why 

when we hear the death of a person we feel shocked, as if the concept of death is totally 

unthinkable for us. Surah An Naba’ is really an eye opener for us if we ponder over its 

verses and more than ever before I have felt like the day of recompense is just so near and 

that it is high time we wake up from our illusion that we are going to stay here forever.  

Our concept of the hereafter has become cloudy to such an extent that instead of making 

any preparations for that “mega event”, people are mostly arguing about it. Their questions 

are not to gain any knowledge or to clear any doubt, rather they want to prove it as false and 

imaginary. Do we ever argue about any “breaking news”? We have no problem at all in 

accepting and believing the words of a newscaster. So what about the breaking news which 

Allah is giving us? 

� اْ�َ�ِ��ِ�  }1{َ��� یََ�َ��ءُ��نَ ِ�
 ا���َِ�َ}2{  

Concerning what are they disputing? Concerning the Great News, 

Allah has made this world in such a way that things do not appear as they are. The reality 

becomes clear only if we are interested in something and sincerely want to know about it. 

But most people are not interested in finding about the hereafter and so they make excuses 

to prove that what they are doing in their lives is perfectly alright. But soon we will see the 

truth with our own eyes: 

  }5{ُ$�� آَ!�� سََ�ْ�َ!ُ��نَ  }4{!�� سََ�ْ�َ!ُ��نَ آَ



Very soon they shall come to know; We repeat, very soon they shall come to 

know. 

In the hereafter everything will become so crystal clear but even in this world if we ponder 

over the creations of Allah, we can “see” His message written clearly all around us.  

  }7{وَاْ�ِ.َ��لَ أَوْتَ�دًا  }6{أََ�ْ� نَْ.َ�ِ- اْ�َ,رْضَ مَِ)�دًا 

Is it not true that We have spread the earth like a bed, and the mountains as 

pegs? 

How awesome is the rain that falls from the clouds. Could we have created water with our 

own hands? Then why don’t we appreciate these miracles? 

وَجَ���تٍ أَْ�َ@�ً?�  }15{ِ�ُ�ْ<ِ�جَ ِ�ِ> َ��;� وَنََ��تً�  }14{وَأَن9َْ�َ�� مَِ
 اْ�ُ�ْ�8َِ�اتِ مَ�ء َ$.��جً� 
}16{  

And We sent down abundant water from the clouds, bringing forth grain, 

vegetation and gardens of luxurious growth? 

But the pleasures of this world are not unlimited. Everything in this world has an end. And 

like the beginning, the end also has a purpose... 

  }17{ إِن� یَْ�مَ اْ�َ@8ِْ- آَ�نَ م�Bَ�ِتً�

The Day of decision is already fixed. 

It is our inborn need to be rewarded for what we do. Some people might not want any 

“physical” return for their favours but they will definitely want appreciation or 

acknowledgement for what they have done. But in this world it is not humanly possible for 

anyone to give you the return for your efforts. Take the example of a mother... imagine what 

she has to bear for the sake of her children plus taking care of her husband and the entire 

household. Even if someone decides to pay her, it is simply not possible to assign any 

monetary value to her patience and hard work. Therefore a day must come in which all these 

dues are paid in full.  

But the evil doers, who do not believe in any punishment beyond this life, think of 

themselves as very successful that they have committed so many crimes and no one has 

been able to catch them. They don’t know what is awaiting them: 




 مHًَ��  }21{إِن� جََ)��َ� آَ�نFَْ مِْ�صَ�دًا َ�Iِ��J!ْ�ِ}22{  ��ً�Bَ�َْأ �(َ�?ِ 
َ�Kِ�ِ��َ}23{  

For sure, the hell shall lie in ambush. For the transgressors a place of 

destination. There they shall live for ages 

Next Allah informs us of the horrors of that terrible fire so that we can protect ourselves as 

best as we can: 

  }25{إِ��� َ�ِ��ً�� و�Nً���Iََ  }24{��� یOَُو�Nُنَ ِ?�َ)� َ�ْ�دًا وََ�� Mََ�اً�� 

in it they shall taste neither refreshment nor drink, except scalding water and 

decaying filth: 

On the other hand the people who believed in the hereafter and spent a life of carefulness 

will be awarded the great success: 


 مََ@�زًا َ�Bِ���ُ!ْ�ِ ً��  }31{إِن���وَأَْ�َ QَRِاSَ�َ{32{  

On that Day, the righteous will certainly achieve their Heart’s desires: beautiful 

gardens and vineyards 

Their deeds will be rewarded by the bountiful Lord: 


 ر���Jَ�َ TَUء ِ�َ��ً�� U36{ج9ََاء م{  

a recompense from your Rabb and a gift beyond their account 

That day is bound to come so instead of arguing about it we must immediately start working 

for that everlasting success: 

 ��ًHَم <ِU�َر V�َِإ Oَ>َء ات��Mَ 
�َ?َ WQXَ�ْاْ�َ�ْ�مُ ا Tَ�َِ39{ذ{  

That Day is a sure reality. So let him who desires, seek a way back to his Rabb 

Still if someone does not want to believe, then what can be said after such clear verses? 

That day is not so far away as we think.... a day when we will truly see what we have 

collected for our final home: 

�ِ?ُ� یَ� َ�ْ�َ�ِ�[ آُ�Fُ إِن�� أَنOَرْنَ�آُْ� Oَ�َاً�� Nَِ�یً�� یَْ�مَ یَ�ُ�ُ� اْ�َ�ْ�ءُ مَ� �SNَمFَْ یSََاُ\ وَی�Bَُلُ اْ�َ]
  }40{تَُ�اً�� 



Indeed We have forewarned you of an imminent punishment which lies close-at-

hand, on the Day when man shall see what his hands have sent forth and the 

unbeliever will cry: “I wish! I could remain merely dust." 

May Allah save us from the regret of that day. As someone has so rightly said “we must face 

one out of two things: either the pain of discipline or the pain of regret”. So if want to be 

saved from the pain of regret then we must be ready to live each moment of our life as if it is 

the last chance we have, in which we can do something to please Allah. Wasting time in vain 

pursuits is so easy and shaitan uses this trick on us that he gives us false hopes. Let us 

contemplate on the words of Allah and turn to Him for help and support. Surely He helps 

those who want to walk on the right way.  

  

 

  

 



Surah Abasa 

��������	 �������	 ��	 ����� 

Just as we are curious to know what is the quality that Allah likes the most in a person 

similarly we should also be aware of the things which He does not like. And this Surah 

openly reflects Allah’s dislike for arrogance and His anger at the arrogant people. It has 

always been the case with privileged people that a majority of them suffer from a sense of 

superiority and in most cases they think themselves too high and mighty to follow the 

commands of Allah. The chiefs of Makkah were no exception. Some of them were once 

sitting in the company of our Holy Prophet (s.a.w) and He was trying to convey to them 

Allah’s message so that they might accept Islam. A companion of the Prophet (s.a.w), 

named Abdullah bin Umme-Maktum (r.a) turned up and tried to ask the Prophet (s.a.w) to 

teach him about something. Now this companion was blind and could not see that the 

Prophet (s.a.w) was attending to some other people. So he just came in and started talking. 

Although the Prophet (s.a.w) did not say anything to him but his face showed some sign of 

irritation. Now this seems to be such a harmless gesture but Allah sent down this Surah in 

which He made it very clear that in His eyes the believer who fears Allah and is so eager for 

knowledge has a far greater status than the non-believing people, however noble or 

influential they might be.  

 ��������� ������}1{ ��������	  !"#�$ %�&}2{  

He (the Prophet) frowned and turned away; when there came to him the blind man (Ibn 

Umme Maktüm, who came to the Prophet and interrupted his conversation with the 

chiefs of Makkah) 

This is a great lesson for all those who think that they are superior to others on the basis of 

their worldly status or their knowledge and wisdom. It is so common in us that we look down 

on people because of their apparent weaknesses... but we should remember that it might be 

that they are far better than us. Thus Allah refers to Abdullah Ibn Umme Maktoom, that he 

was a far better learner even if he was visually handicapped: 

 ��'�(�)  *�+�,�� �-)�./ ) #�0��}3{ 1���'23�	  *�,�45�6�7  ��'�3�) ��&}4{  

How could you tell? He might have sought to purify himself; or become reminded and 

might have benefited from Our reminder. 

How often it is that we see a blind person and feel pity for him as if he is the most unlucky 

person but in fact the real blindness is of the hearts who do not perceive the truth... 

 ��58�69	 ���0 #�0�&}5{ 1�/�:��  *�� �;<���7}6{  

As for him who is indifferent; to him you were attending 



Again Allah reminds us that in His eyes the true worth of a person is in his character... so we 

should never ignore the true and sincere believers, no matter how weak and insignificant 

they might seem. Allah has not sent His Book for just a few selected type of people... rather 

it is for the whole mankind; irrespective of worldly status: 

 =>���'�3�� #�?�<�@ #�+�'}11{  !���'�A "#�B ����7}12{  

It should not be so! Indeed, this is but an admonition; let him who wants, accept it 

We are so impressed by people and their possessions but Allah is directing our attention to 

the fact that the noblest thing in this world is the Quran: 

 CD�0���EF0 CG H I J�7}13{ C>���?�KF0 CD���L7��0}14{  

It is written in scrolls, which are honoured; exalted, purified, 

But some people don’t understand what could be so special in a book? Actually these are 

the arrogant ones who cannot see anything beyond their tall egos. Allah wakes them up by 

this reminder of their origin: 

  !���4�'�& #�0 L%#��<�M��	 �N�6LO}17{  *�P�+�Q R"J�B ST�& ��0}18{  

Woe to man! What a disbeliever he is! Out of what Allah has created him? 

And then ponder upon the end: 

  !�����O���7  *��#�0�& ��LU}21{  

Then causes him to die and stows him in a grave. 

But really the end is only a waiting period before the second birth: 

  !���V<�& "#�B 	�A�@ ��LU}22{  

Then He will surely bring him back to life when He pleases. 

The people of Makkah were strongly denying the idea of resurrection. And they said how old 

bones could be made into complete human beings. So Allah calls their attention to the 

miracle of His creation... how He creates “live” things from the dead earth. We don’t have to 

go to any laboratory to observe these facts. Just focus on a morsel of food and contemplate 

on how it passed through so many places and stages before it reached your hand: 

 �*�0#�,�W ����@ L%#��<�M��	 ��LX5���+�7}24{  

Let man reflect on the food he eats 



It is all Allah’s blessings that we are using; so will we not listen to Him? 

 #Y+Z�<�� #[<� 6)�\��}29{ #[��+L] �̂ �_	�/����}30{ #�̀�&�� YD�?�'#�7��}31{  
Olives and dates; lush gardens; fruits and fodder, 

But all this is for a limited period. Suddenly it will all come to an end... and then no one will 

stop to help anyone else: 

 LD�Q#�:�	 �a"#�$ 	�A�M�7}33{ �*��Q�& ��0 b"�����	 F��4�) �c��)}34{  

Finally when there will come the deafening blast; on that Day each man shall flee from 

his own brother 

In this world the relations between siblings may often turn sour but with parents one cannot 

even think to be separated. Yet the calamity of that day will be so great that even parents will 

lose their significance as well as spouses and children: 

 �*����&�� �*S0L&��}35{ �*��5���� �*�6����#�I��}36{  

And (even) his mother and his father; And his wife and his children. 

These are the same people for whom we live. Just to keep them happy we give up other 

important things... even ignoring the rights of Allah. How often we hear this excuse that we 

cannot follow such and such thing because our families don’t like it. But then why do they 

become strangers on that day when we will be in most need of help? 

 �*��58 ) =%���B C3�d�0��) � ?5S0 ef��0	 2NLE��}37{  

For each one of them, on that Day, shall have enough concern of his own to make him 

indifferent to the others. 

This is the reality we must face... that each one of them will be so engrossed with their own 

concern that it will be impossible for them to consider anyone else. It is a very important 

reminder from Allah that even though it is obligatory to give the rights of our loved ones but it 

is not their right that we disobey Allah because of them. Because no matter how much they 

seem to love us today they will not help us in the hereafter.  

The people who understood this fact in this world and made Allah their no-1 focus of life, 

naturally have to put up with a lot of difficult stages but their end will be so sweet... 

 =>���4�F0 C3�d�0��) g!� $ �}38{ =>���V��6�F0 =D�E��#�h}39{  

Some faces on that Day shall be shining; smiling and joyful 



And those who remained trapped in their own arrogance, and did not believe in Allah’s 

revelations, will find themselves in a really difficult and painful situation: 

 =>�����] #�?��+�� C3�d�0��) g!� $ ���}40{ =>���6�O #�?LP�i���}41{ L>���j�4��	 L>���4�E��	  � i �-�d���L&}42{  

And some faces on that Day shall be dusty; and veiled with darkness. These shall be the 

faces of the disbelieving wicked. 

So this is the end which we all have to face. We can all see ourselves... what we are doing? 

Whom we are pleasing? Only Allah will be the judge on that final day of judgement so how 

can we live our lives in contrast to His commands? Lets open our eyes to the truth... see the 

direction of our lives and adjust our sails accordingly! May Allah be our guide... ameen.  



Surah At-Takwir 

حِيمِ  حْمنِ الر�  بِسْمِ ِ الر�

Our happiness and peace of mind depends so much on the environment in which we live, 

yet we are rarely grateful for the shining sun, the twinkling stars or the air in which we 

breathe. We go on and on in the never ending cycle of our routine lives as if this world will 

continue to serve us forever. In these times of materialism, there is no time for contemplation 

on the blessings of nature and thus we move further and further away from our Creator. We 

seem to be totally ignorant of the fact that the biggest connection between Him and us is the 

miracle of His creation... and if we are too busy to even look at these things then how will we 

remember Him or be grateful to Him? Thus in Surah At-Takwir Allah is giving us a warning 

that the world is going to end one day and it will be a terrible day in which nothing will be the 

same anymore: 

رَتْ    }2{وَإِذَا الن�جُومُ انكَدَرَتْ  }1{إذَِا الش�مْسُ كُو�

When the sun will cease to shine; when the stars will lose their lustre; 

In the next few verses Allah has shown in complete detail of all the horrifying things that are 

going to happen when this world will finally come to its end. That is why I always feel that the 

Quran is actually a window through which we can watch all the things which are otherwise 

unimaginable... 

رَتْ  }5{وَإذَِا الْوُحُوشُ حُشِرَتْ    }6{وَإِذَا الْبِحَارُ سُج�

When the wild beasts will be brought together; when the oceans will be set ablaze; 

It is human nature to take for granted whatever we have and we only realize the value of a 

blessing when we are faced with the possibility of losing it. Even life itself becomes a routine 

and we hardly ever thank Allah for being alive! But as soon as we are faced with some life 

threatening disease, or an accident... then all our sleeping senses come alive, and we beg 

Allah to give us another chance. So Allah is warning us that we should make use of our life 

while we still have it because it will soon be gone. And the day will come with all its 

catastrophes in which the biggest worry of a person will be the “luggage” that he has brought 

along....  

حُفُ نُشِرَتْ  �  }10{وَإذَِا الص

When the record will be laid open; 



ا أَحْضَرَتْ    }14{عَلِمَتْ نَفْسٌ م�

Then each soul shall know what it has bought with it. 

All the thoughts, words and actions are being recorded by the angels and they don’t miss 

even the tiniest details. Most of the time we are forgetful of their watching eyes and writing 

hands and so our whole attitude towards life becomes casual and non serious. On one hand 

we might be doing acts that please Allah; but side by side we say or do such things which 

neutralize all our good deeds. This carelessness is like darkness and the light of the heart is 

the only thing which can eliminate this ignorance. Thus Allah daily makes us witness the 

night and day so that we might ponder on the darkness of our hearts and make efforts to 

light them up with the light of Quran: 

بْحِ إذَِا تَنَف�سَ  }17{وَالل�يْلِ إذَِا عَسْعَسَ  �هُ لقََوْلُ رَسُولٍ كَرِيمٍ  }18{وَالص   }19{إنِ�

 By the night as it dissipates; by the morning when it breaths again: surely this word 

(The Qur’an) is brought by a noble Messenger (Gabriel), 

When you begin to follow the teachings of Quran, it becomes so difficult because the whole 

world seems to be rushing in the opposite direction. So it makes one think that the whole 

society cannot be wrong so maybe I am the one who has gone crazy. Even if you remain 

firm in your faith, other people will continue to put this doubt in your mind. So Allah has very 

strongly stated the fact that the taunts of the disbelievers are false and baseless: 

  }22{وَمَا صَاحِبُكُم بِمَجْنُونٍ 

O people of Makkah! Your companion has not gone mad; 

This Quran is the most authentic message of Allah which takes us out of the darkness of 

doubt into the light of faith and conviction. There is no other way to success...but the shaitan 

has led people away from Quran and now they are running in all directions to find peace but 

how can they find a thing where it is not meant to be: 

  }26{فَأيَْنَ تَذْھَبُونَ 

Where then are you going? 

It is not enough that we just sit and criticise the people who have gone astray. Rather it is 

our responsibility that we convey to them this treasure which was meant for the whole world 

and not just one selected group of people: 



  }27{إنِْ ھُوَ إ�2ِ ذِكْرٌ ل�لْعَالَمِينَ 

This is but a Message to all the people of the world, 

But only those can benefit from this Magnificent Quran who truly have a desire to be guided 

to the straight way... 

  }28{لِمَن شَاء مِنكُمْ أنَ يَسْتَقيِمَ 

To each one who wishes to follow the Right Way. 

Allah’s guidance is the greatest gift on this earth and He gives it to those who ask Him for 

this gift with utmost sincerity and seriousness. But even this choice that we make in our 

heart, is a gift of Allah. This is something that we often forget and so we tend to feel “proud” 

of being connected to the Quran. Being happy and grateful for finding the straight path is 

one thing, but giving oneself the credit for it, is sheer folly and leads to arrogance. And we all 

know that arrogance leads to the fire... So Allah the most merciful and the most 

compassionate Rabb, is reminding us in this most beautiful verse that if you have opted for 

guidance then it is also the blessing of your Lord that He “allowed” you to make this choice: 

ُ رَب� الْعَالَمِينَ وَمَ  �  }29{ا تَشَاؤُونَ إ�2ِ أنَ يَشَاء 

Yet your wishes are of no avail unless Allah, the Rabb of the worlds, pleases so. 

This is the beauty of Allah’s message that He does not leave anything incomplete and wants 

us to understand and live with the complete truth. May Allah help us to remember the worth 

and importance of all His blessings so that we might use them positively for ultimate success 

and happiness... ameen.  

  

 

 

 

 



Surah Al-Infitaar 

حِيمِ  حْمنِ الر�  بِسْمِ ِ الر�

Allah is so Perfect... He has given us everything that we need for eternal success. One of 

these blessings is that he created in us a need for appreciation and reward. Normally we 

don’t admit that we do like to be thanked and appreciated for our efforts, but the fact is that 

this need has been programmed into our system so that we might work really, really hard for 

getting the reward of Jannah and the sweetest pleasure of being appreciated by Allah the 

almighty. In every salah we say the words maliki yaum-iddin... meaning that we believe Allah 

to be the Master of the Day of Recompense, so whatever good we do is for Allah. This 

motivation keeps us alive that our lives are not going unnoticed... Allah is watching 

everything and if our intention is to please Him then He will grant us what we worked for. 

This faith should have been enough reason to keep us happy and busy but then why is it 

that we remain sad and depressed? The problem is that all our lives we expect appreciation 

from people... we want instant recognition and appreciation even though we don’t admit 

this... that is why we are quick to serve people who appreciate us but are reluctant to do 

anything for ungrateful people. However if our intention is to get Allah’s appreciation then it 

shouldn’t matter to us whether our effort is being recognized by people or not. Some people 

who don a cover of piety and righteousness also do it to impress people. This is the worst 

kind of deception and may Allah save all of us from it. But why are we like this? It is because 

we haven’t really understood the purpose of our lives. We have neither understood the word 

of Allah, nor have we acted on the teachings of our Beloved Prophet (s.a.w) But Quran is a 

remedy for all the diseases of the heart and InshaAllah as we go through today’s Surah, Al-

infitaar, we will realize that our whole life depends on our belief in the day of recompense... 

So Allah shows us how it is going to happen: 

 ���������	 
� ����	 	����}1{ 	���� ��  ����������	 ����	�� ����	}2{  �������  �!� �"�#��	 	������}3{  

When the heaven will cleft asunder; when the stars will scatter; when the oceans will be 

torn apart; 

Have you ever pondered over the question that why will Allah destroy everything which He 

created with such systematic detail and perfection? Actually the purpose of putting an end to 

this universe is to bring everything to its conclusion... The world was created just as a testing 

place and now the time has come for the results to be announced: 



 �$�% ����&�'�� �(�)*�+ �) ,-����� �(��}5{  

Then each soul shall know what it has sent forth and what it left behind. 

We say we believe in Judgement and Recompense, but if our faith in this day is so strong 

then why is it that the majority of us are not following Allah’s commands? It is because we 

are living in this self created illusion that Allah is so kind and merciful, so He will forgive us 

anyway... Allah is asking all of us: 

 �.������	 �/�0���0 �1��2 ��) �3���� ��4	 � �56�7�' ��7}6{  

O man! What has lured you away from your gracious Rabb? 

What a great injustice it is to not obey Allah who made this world for us and gave us all the 

lawful means to derive pleasure and satisfaction. But the devil leads us towards breaking all 

limits of Allah and we are ever ready to accept his ideas... So how are we going to get out of 

this web of self destruction? We need to remind ourselves how Allah created us and why? 

 �/�� �*�8��  �1	����  �/�9�$ �& :�;�	}7{  �/�#��! 
��< �) =>�!��? �:�' �@}8{  

Who created you, fashioned you, proportioned you, [7] and moulded you in whatever 

form He pleased? 

Did Allah create us without any reason? Even our intellect demands that there should be a 

consequence for everything... why then should we not believe in the consequence of our 

whole lives? 

 �A7�*���0 �3��0 �; ���B �C�0 D��}9{  

Nay! In fact you deny the Day of Judgment! 

Allah is not going to pass any judgement without proof. Although He is the master of every 

creation, and does not need to offer any proofs but look at His justice that He has appointed 

special angels who live with us throughout our lives with the sole mission of recording 

everything that we say or do...  

 3����  �E�F� ���G �H���I�$�%}10{  �E�#�B��� �J)	����}11{  �3��$�8����B ��) �3����$�8��7}12{  

You should know that guardian angels have indeed been appointed over you, who are 

noble writers, they know all that you do. 



For those who did everything for the appreciation of Allah, there is great reward... but for 

those who did not care for Allah and just wanted to remain popular among people even at 

the cost of Allah’s disobedience will find nothing but failure and destruction: 

 =HI�8�� K���� �!	����0� �L	 3��}13{  =HI �" �M K���� �!������	 3����}14{  

On that Day the righteous will surely be in bliss; while the wicked will indeed go to hell 

When I read such verses I feel so grateful for the faith that Allah has blessed us with. How 

amazing is this great blessing to believe in Allah and the day of recompense but then it 

saddens me to realize that we are not really making any significant preparation for that 

day...why? If we believe in it then why isn’t this belief being reflected in our actions? Allah 

tells us so clearly that it is because we have not fully realized what a day that is going to be: 

 �A7 �*�	 �N����7 ��) �1	�!�O�' ��)��}17{  �A7 �*�	 �N����7 ��) �1	�!�O�' ��) �P}18{  

What will explain to you what the Day of Judgment is? Again, what will explain to you 

what the Day of Judgment is? 

Without Quran we could never understand our own behaviours. Now it seems as if for the 

first time this fact has penetrated my heart that our contradictions in our speech and action is 

because we have not given any serious thought to the consequences of our actions. We are 

more worried about what people will say and not worried at all about what Allah will do to us 

if we are not obedient to Him. So at the end of this surah Allah sends a clear warning that 

the same people for whom you choose to disobey Allah, they will have no power at all to 

save you at all... 

 �Q$�� =;�R�)����7 ���)� �L	�� �JR�I�< =-����S�� ,-����� �/�$��T �U �N����7}19{  

It will be the Day when no one shall have the power to do anything for another: for, on 

that Day, Allah shall keep the entire command to Himself. 

It does not take any great wisdom or intellect to reach the conclusion that if Allah is the One 

who created us and He is the One, who is going to judge us, then it is His judgement for 

which we should be most concerned about and nothing else should come between us and 

His obedience. May Allah remove all doubts and misconceptions from our hearts and make 

us strong in our faith so that we might live for Allah the way He likes best... Ameen  



Surah Al-Inshiqaq 

 ��� �����	 �
 �����	 �	 �� ���� 

Although we do read about the day of judgement in many surahs of the Quran yet I never 

truly experienced the impact of meeting Allah until I read surah Al-Inshiqaq. I felt like the 

purpose of my whole existence has been depicted in just one verse of this surah where Allah 

says that all your efforts in your life have one end. No matter where one lives on this earth, 

and no matter what his occupation might be, no matter what religion he might follow, what 

belief he has and whatever direction he might choose for his efforts, the fact is that all of us 

our moving towards one end and that is the standing before Allah. Day after day, step by 

step... we are on a non- stop journey which is taking us to that moment when each one of us 

will be standing in front of Allah, waiting for the final result of our life...  

Life is a test and this universe is the answer sheet on which we write our deeds. When the 

test will be over there will be no more need of these things so Allah will order everything to 

collapse: 

 ���� ���	 �� �����	 	����}1{ �� �� ���� � ��� ����� ���� ���! ��}2{  

When heaven will split asunder, obeying it Rabb’s command as it ought to. 

Just imagine such a powerful and huge thing as the sky being so obedient and humble 

before its Lord and then compare it with our own size and our arrogance and disobedience... 

may Allah forgive us, how casually we treat his commands... But how far can we escape our 

responsibility towards Him? 

 �"��# �$ ���% � &� �' �( �)���* �+�� ,-�.� �( �)���� �/� ��� ��0	 � ��1 2�! ��2}6{  

O mankind! Surely you must strive towards your Rabb, a hard striving, and then you shall 

meet Him. 

I still remember the trembling of my heart in my school days, when at the end of the year we 

would be standing in lines, and the teacher would enter the classroom holding the stack of 

report cards. It used to be a moment of fear and regret... regret at wasting my time in 

useless things when I could have used it to study more thoroughly and fear of the 

consequences of my non serious attitude.  But that used to be the end of just one term or 



year and the new class would begin with a new hope. So imagine what it will be like when 

the whole of one’s life will be assessed and there will be no retest, no new class in which to 

regain the loss... 

 �"�3� ������ �"����4�( � �5��! �
 �6 ��6�7�%}7{ 	&8 ���2 �&�� �� �� �9 �:���; �< �= ���%}8{ 	&*��� �� �6 �"�> �?�! �+�� �9�> ��3�2 ��}9{  

Then he, who will be given his Book of deeds in his right hand, shall have a quick and easy 

reckoning and shall return to his people rejoicing. 

What a joy and what a relief it will be for the fortunate souls who will be forgiven by their 

Lord. These words of Allah create such a longing in me to be one of those people and I 

shudder to think of what will become of me if I am not successful in this war against the devil 

and the temptations of this world... just read the next verses and imagine the utter despair 

and misery of the people who took the day of judgement casually and made no effort to 

please Allah: 

 �@�� ���A �	�*�� �"����4�( � �5��! �
 �6 � �6�! ��}10{ 	&*=�B� C =�D �'�2 �< �= ���%}11{  

But he who will be given his book of deeds from behind his back, shall soon be calling for 

death 

Why are we not serious about our accountability? Why do we not prepare for our permanent 

life in the hereafter? It is because we think that this world is our home and life will just end 

after death...  

 �*=��; 
�� /�! �
�A �"����}14{ 	&8 �E�� �"�� �/� �( �"���*  �/�� F�>� �}15{  

And thought that he would never return to Allah for accountability? Yet, surely his Rabb was 

ever watching over his misdeeds 

Our test is to believe in the unseen; so that even if no roof collapses over my head if I miss a 

prayer but I should have belief in the punishment of the hereafter. Similarly I should have this 

conviction that Allah is going to reward me for my righteous deeds. Without this faith we can 

never follow Allah’s commands. Even in the physical world we see that ever action has a 

reaction, every act has a consequence... so then how can we assume that this life will have 

no consequence. Allah created these amazing signs in the universe but the question is: do 

we take the right lessons from it or not... 



 �G �H ������ �� ���#�! �$�%}16{  

I swear by the glow of sunset; 

Have you ever wondered why does the twilight have such a saddening effect on the heart, 

even though it is always glows with such spectacular colours? Because we know that this 

beauty is soon going to be covered in the darkness of the approaching night... 

 �G�: �� � �6 �� �I���>�	��}17{  

By the night and all that it gathers together; 

The sky is fascinating in all its changing colours and lights but surely the peak of its beauty is 

with a full moon...  yet with all its magnificent charm and loveliness, it is also a reminder that 

nothing in this universe is going to remain forever: 

 �G ���J	 	���� �� �� ����	��}18{  

By the moon, when it grows full 

Allah has taken the oath of all of the above mentioned things to teach us a very important 

lesson... and that has been stated in the next ayat: 

 �� � 4�� KG�B�L 
�D � &� � B�L � �M �(}19{  

That you shall gradually pass from one stage to another. 

What a simple yet the most accurate description of life... we all have to move from one stage 

to the next. And we cannot stop this journey no matter how comfortable we might be at any 

stage... we have to move to the next. So why should we waste our time in something that is 

going to end at the cost of something that is going to remain forever and ever? But those 

who don’t want to believe, will never accept the reality: 

 �/=�3 �6 �N� 2 �O ����P � ���%}20{  

What is the matter with the people that they do not believe? 

We have to understand that our intelligence is limited to only a certain capacity and we 

cannot fully grasp the truth until we receive it directly from Allah. This is why Allah revealed 



the Quran and preserved it in its original form so that we might take the true guidance from 

it. But then it depends on our desire whether we want to be guided or not: 

 �/=�D=�2 �� �Q ���>�D�! �"�>�	��}23{  

And Allah knows what they are hiding in their hearts. 

Human beings can never be perfect and we do make mistakes but then we can readily wash 

them away by sincere Taubah. But if we insist that we are doing fine then gradually the small 

sins lead to bigger ones and the heart gets so corrupted that it is no longer able to lead a 

person towards any goodness... so what is going to be the end of it all? Can Allah’s 

disobedience give us anything except pain and humiliation? 

 K�����! KR	 �S�T�� � �?�� ���B � %}24{  

Therefore, proclaim to them a painful punishment 

Why do people not surrender their lives for Allah? They have heard about the punishment of 

the hereafter but their hearts don’t really believe in it... why? Because they have this BIG 

misconception that if they follow Allah’s commands then they might be deprived of the 

pleasures and benefits of this world. They think it is a sort of punishment to limit yourself in 

the boundaries set by Allah. What a pity it is that they don’t know the secret which has been 

revealed by Allah in the Quran again and again that the pleasures and benefits which the 

disbelievers yearn for, are only for those who are obedient to Allah. May be in this world 

someone might be apparently enjoying life in disbelief and transgression but firstly the 

enjoyment is only superficial and inside there is a lot of pain and depression. Secondly the 

enjoyment or benefit is only for a limited time until death... after that only those will be 

rewarded with unending joy and peace who remained truthful to Allah even if they had to 

bear some pain or deprivation in this world... 

 K/=�3��U �� � ��V ,� �W�! ����P �X���Y� �E�	 �	=�> ���D �� �	=�3 �6Z �
2 �S��	 �O��}25{  

Except those who embrace the true faith and do good deeds; for them there will be a never 

ending reward. 

So now that we are alive and we have been given the power to choose between these two 

ways of life; what should be our choice? Limited pain for everlasting pleasure or limited 



pleasure for everlasting pain? May Allah give us the wisdom and strength to always stick to 

the right decisions... ameen 



Surah Al-Fajr 

 ��� �����	 �
 �����	 �	 ������ 

The magnificence and glory of Allah is most visible at Fajr... the time when the blanket of 

night is pierced by the glow of the rising sun... and the world begins to light up like magic. It 

is a time of hope and a beginning of a new day, a new life, a new chance to accomplish all 

the things which we want to do. If people knew this and took advantage of the blessings of 

this time, there would be no more “depression”...no more tension... But we remain sleeping 

at his blessed time and deprive ourselves of the rays of hope and enthusiasm which Allah 

sends for people who remember Him at Fajr... 

 �� ������	��}1{ 

By the morning 

When Allah takes oath of something, it is to focus our attention to that specific sign of His 

existence. Whether it is the morning or the amazing darkness which looks so permanent yet 

goes away so imperceptibly that we can’t even perceive its movement... 

 �� ���� 	���� �������	��}4{  

And the night when it departs! 

Obviously the purpose of observing nature is not an end in itself; rather the objective is to 

learn some important lesson... so Allah asks this question to make us think and evaluate and 

reach the conclusion: 

 ���� �� ����� �����  �!���� �" ���#}5{  

Is there not in these an oath (enough evidence) for those who use their common sense? 

Allah does not dictate the answers; rather He wants us to use our intellect... So here comes 

the second question: 

 �$%�&�� �!'��( ���&�)* �+�� �, ���)- ��.�/}6{  

Have you not seen how your Rabb dealt with ‘Ad? 



Obviously we haven’t seen this incident with our eyes, but Allah has told us about the people 

of “Aad” many times in the Quran. So why does He want us to think about them again? 

Surely there must be something related to the signs of day and night... But if we fail to 

understand the connection then look at the next two ayahs... maybe we can find some clue... 

�	 	01�% �2 �
�����	 �$01�3�� �$	�0��%�� �� �4�5}9{ �$%�-��� �6	 ��� �7�0�8���*��}10{  

And with the people of Thamüd who hewed out their dwellings in the rocks of the valley? 

And with Fir'on (Pharaoh) the owner of stakes? 

All of the above three examples are of people who were the superpowers of their time. 

Wealth and prosperity were abundant. But they made one fatal error: 

 �$ �9�:��	 �" 	�0�;�< �
�����	}11{ �$%������	 % �=��* 	�1��)> �,�?�*}12{  

They all transgressed beyond bounds in their cities, and committed great mischief therein. 

When people become arrogant and destructive they forget that they will themselves be 

enveloped by the same fire which they burn for others... Allah’s punishment is very swift: 

 �@	���8 �A�0�B �!'��( ���=�����8 �C�5�*}13{  

Therefore, your Rabb let loose on them His scourge of torment. 

So what does all of this teach us? It is not just a story of the past which we hear and brush 

aside... but a lesson to learn. The lesson is that if someone is disobedient to Allah then all of 

his power and wealth cannot save him from Allah’s wrath... Similarly the night and day are 

not just times to sleep and get up mechanically but reminders of life and death... and most 

importantly it is a proof of resurrection. Watching the rising sun makes us realize that death 

is not a permanent state... just like the night turns into the day, one day we will wake up from 

our graves... to face the consequence of our actions... 

 �$%�D���E��%�:�� �!���( �7��}14{  

Surely your Rabb is ever watchful. 

Even though we believe in these statements yet we don’t seem to apply these lessons in our 

lives... the problem is that we have remained so far away from the first hand knowledge of 



Quran and Hadith that even our basic concepts about life are not realistic... we think of every 

situation as the final end and behave accordingly: 

 �
�F�� �,�/ �G�( 1H01I�)��)* 1J�E�&�)K �� 1J�F�� �,�?�* 1J'��( 1L �9�M�)�	 %�F 	���� 17%��K ��N	 %�F�?�*}15{  

As for man, when his Rabb tries him through giving him honour and blessings, he says: “My 

Rabb is bountiful to me." 

Just recall any triumph of your life and remember your reaction... did you remember that it is 

a test? Were you concerned how to give shukr? Did it increase you in your worship and 

obedience of Allah? Because this is what the test is all about... whether in happiness or in 

sorrow... Allah’s pleasure should be our biggest concern. But it is our ignorance that when 

Allah gives us any blessing, we think we have a very honourable status in Allah’s eyes; so 

instead of becoming humble and obedient we become proud and careless. On the other 

hand when the test comes in the form of unpleasant situations, we become resentful and 

angry with Allah’s decisions: 

 �
�K% �#�/ �G�( 1H01I�)��)* 1J� �O�( �J�����8 �(�P�I�)* 1L �9�M�)�	 %�F 	���� %�F�/��}16{  

But when He tries him through restricting his subsistence, he says: “My Rabb has humiliated 

me." 

Obviously this kind of attitude has a painful outcome in the hereafter but even in this life, it 

has a direct effect on our character. The worldly status has become everything to us. 

Therefore even if we outwardly help the poor people, we don’t think of them as worthy of any 

respect or honour: 

 ����M����	 �701F�� �Q1- �R ��� �9�,}17{  

Nay! But you did not give respect to the orphan, 

The fact is that Muslims have forgotten their responsibility of helping others... and are just 

running after their personal interests: 

 %SE�� T9�,�/ �U	��')M�	 �701�1,�?�-��}19{ %S�V %S: 1� �H% �E��	 �70':�1W��}20{  

 



Man is busy building towers of wealth and extravagance while the reality is that these are 

like sand houses which will all be washed up by a single wave of the hereafter: 

 % S,�$ %S,�$ 1X�(� �6	 �Y�,1$ 	���� �9�,}21{  

Nay! You should know, when the earth will be pounded to powder, 

And when the hellfire will be brought forward, all illusions will disappear like smoke... 

 Z���,���	 1J�� �[�/�� 17%��K ��N	 1��,���M�)� ���\�F�0�)� ���] �=� �̂ ���\�F�0�)� �_` �2��}23{  

Hell shall be brought in sight. On that Day man will remember his deeds, but how is that 

remembrance going to profit him? 

What is the use of understanding the errors when there is no more chance for correction? 

But the regret will be so overpowering that he will cry out: 

 �a%����b 1Y�F�P�  �c�M���� %�� 1H01I�)�}24{  

He will say: “Alas! Would that I had sent forth some good deeds for this life of mine." 

You see this is the crux of the matter: we think this is life and so we do nothing for “our real 

life”... the life which has yet to begin... Allah keeps telling us... but only a few fortunate 

people believe in it to such an extent that they fulfil all their responsibilities... both to Allah 

and to people. Such lucky souls shall get the good news from the angels: 

 1d�]�\�E�e1E��	 1f���)]�	 % �=1)M�)��/ %��}27{ Td�� �g���F Td�� �g	�( �!���( �h�� `�& �2�(	}28{  

 “O fully satisfied soul! Return to your Rabb, well pleased with Him and well-pleasing to Him. 

Death seems to us like an end but if we see with the eyes of our hearts, it is nothing but a 

new beginning... if we want to have a good life there, then we will have to make utmost 

struggle in this life and not waste it in ignorance and illusions. Although that life in the 

hereafter is unseen, yet if we use our hearts we can see it as clearly as the words we read in 

the Quran...  

May Allah guide us to the best efforts and the best results... because true faith is not gained 

by just thinking or desiring... rather it has to be earned by sincere deeds and lots of duas.  



Surah Ad-Dhuha 

 ��� �����	 �
 �����	 �	 ������ 

This is one of my most beloved surahs of the Quran because it became known to me at a 

time when I most needed it. It was the spring of 2005... I had been listening to the tafseer of 

the Quran for more than a year and had reached the 18th chapter, but quite often it seemed 

to me like my heart was still not free from negative and depressive thoughts. And it used to 

hurt me a lot that why the Quran is not having a permanent healing effect on me. Why did I 

keep falling back to the same self-pity and hopelessness... so one night when I couldn’t 

sleep due to restlessness and anxiety, I just picked a book lying on my shelf, thinking that by 

reading a few pages I might be able to find some peace... the book was about the life of the 

Prophet (s.a.w) and I started reading the same page where it had opened on its own. At first 

I couldn’t properly focus on the words but after a few lines there was an excerpt from the 

translation of the Quran which held my heart with its stunning effect...  

حَىٰ    }2{وَالل�يْلِ إِذَا سَجَىٰ  }1{وَالض�

By the morning brightness, and by the night when it covers with darkness, 

It was Surah Ad-Dhuha and I felt like it was a special message for me, coming directly from 

Allah... full of hope and love; reminding me that just as there are happy times full of light and 

life, similarly Allah puts us through difficult times in which there seems to be no light and no 

hope... but they are both a test... the bright times are a test of our gratitude and appreciation 

and likewise the hard times are a test of our faith and patience...  

Most of us are deceived by the devil when we face any disappointment in life. The devil 

makes us think that it is a sign of Allah’s displeasure or that He doesn’t care for us... 

whereas the fact is that Allah never forsakes a true believer... and we should never lose 

hope in His mercy: 

كَ وَمَا عَكَ رَب�   }3{قَلَىٰ  مَا وَد�

Your Rabb has neither forsaken you (O Muhammad), nor is He displeased. 

We have all experienced that the good times pass by too quickly but the difficult phases in 

life seem endless. Here Allah is giving us hope that even though the problems might seem 

bigger than mountains but Allah is bigger than every other thing. So He can solve all issues 



no matter how impossible they might seem to us. The road to Allah’s pleasure and 

forgiveness is full of hurdles but the end is very sweet: 

كَ فَتَرْضَىٰ  }4{وَلَْ#خِرَةُ خَيْرٌ لَكَ مِنَ اْ�وُلَىٰ    }5{وَلَسَوْفَ يُعْطِيكَ رَب�

Certainly the later period shall be better for you than the earlier. Soon your Rabb 

shall grant you something with which you will be well-pleased. 

Going back in the memory lane, I remember that these words were enough to open my eyes 

and I understood that my depression was nothing but an illusion created by the devil and I 

was trapped in it due to the weakness of my own self. I realized that if I wanted to get rid of 

these illusions then I will have to strengthen my faith in Allah by focusing on the 

understanding of the Quran and being conscious in my Salat and duas. Just making this 

decision in my heart I seemed to be filled with a new energy... as if all of a sudden the 

darkness was replaced with a brilliant light. And when I read on to the next words, I was so 

moved by their truth that I started crying: 

  }6{أَلَمْ يَجِدْكَ يَتِيمًا فَآوَىٰ 

Did He not find you an orphan and sheltered you? 

I cried because I felt the sadness of the small child who had been born to a widowed mother 

and she too left him at the tender age of 6... That was how our beloved Prophet (s.a.w) 

started his life... but then we see that he grew up to be a man full of truth and honesty. There 

are no traces of self pity in his brilliant character. Who gave him this confidence? The same 

Allah who guided Him to the ultimate truth: 

  }7{وَوَجَدَكَ ضَا0ًّ فَھَدَىٰ 

Did He not find you lost and gave you guidance? 

My tears were not only for the Prophet (s.a.w) but also for realizing the truth about my own 

life. For the first time I realized that the same Allah who cared for His Prophet (s.a.w) was 

caring for me, and the same Allah who guided him was giving me the gift of guidance too... 

Allah has given us the same Quran which was revealed on the heart of His prophet (s.a.w) 

but how many times have we been really grateful for this great gift? We cry for petty little 

deprivations of life because we don’t know the value of the Quran and its guidance, which 

we keep ignoring. Hasn’t Allah given us so much that we cannot even count? 



  }8{وَوَجَدَكَ عَائ4ًِ فَأغَْنَىٰ 

Did He not find you poor and made you self-sufficient? 

We keep worrying over things which we don’t have. Or sometimes we feel proud of having 

so many blessings. But very few people realize that all blessings are a test. On the day of 

Judgement we will not be given any reward for what we had in life; but it will be seen how we 

used those gifts to please Allah... that is the real test. Therefore Allah is reminding us of 

some very important duties: 

ا الْيَتيِمَ ف4ََ تَقْھَرْ    }9{فَأمَ�

Therefore, do not treat the orphan with harshness 

When we see any helpless person, we tend to feel superior... so we have to correct this 

attitude by thinking that we could also have been in the same situation. Therefore we should 

express our gratitude to Allah by being extra nice and helpful to the orphans and other 

needy people: 

ائِلَ ف4ََ تَنْھَرْ  ا الس�   }10{وَأَم�

And as for the beggar; do not repel him 

And finally Allah reminds us of our most important responsibility: 

ثْ  ا بِنِعْمَةِ رَب8كَ فَحَد8   }11{وَأَم�

And as for the bounty of your Rabb; express it. 

Normally we are all the time grumbling and complaining about “how hard life is” but Allah is 

telling us here that we should not only focus on what we have, but also express it. And our 

greatest thanks should be for the greatest gift... and that is the gift of guidance. We should 

tell the whole world about the miracle of Quran and how it changes our life and gives us the 

hope of eternal success... may Allah guide us all to that beautiful destination... ameen  

 

  

 



  



Surah At-Takathur 

حِيمِ  حْمنِ الر�  بِسْمِ ِ الر�

Time is a commodity which is given in the same amount to each and every individual on the 

face of this earth. Exactly twenty four hours every day of our lives... this supply never varies 

but the way we use this time depends on our priorities. Each and every second, minute and 

hour is taking us towards our destination whatever that might be... but then how ignorant we 

are that we just go about our “routine lives” never stopping to think of what our journey is all 

about? Where is our time being spent? What is our direction and what is our destination? 

Maybe the reason for this mechanical attitude towards life is that we have assumed that the 

only purpose of our lives is to fulfil the needs of this life... and no matter how much we 

acquire, we are never satisfied because we are always comparing ourselves with someone 

or the other who has more than us. So materialism has become a universal nucleus around 

which the majority of the world is revolving. And we muslims despite having a clear 

knowledge of the reality of life, are also running along the world... not realizing that this mad 

race for material gains is nothing but a trap... an illusion... which becomes apparent only 

when it is too late...  

كَاثُرُ أَلْھَاكُمُ ال   }2{حَت�ىٰ زُرْتُمُ الْمَقَابِرَ  }1{ت�

Competition in worldly increase diverts you... until you get into the grave 

Now we must understand that making use of the blessings of this world is not a sin... rather it 

is a means of being connected to Allah and being grateful to Him. But it becomes a problem 

only when we make it the only concern of our life and forget the real goal for which Allah 

sent us to this earth. Death is the ultimate eye opener and it is not something which we can 

avoid simply by not giving it any attention... soon we will have to face the truth: 

  }4{ونَ ثُم� كَ � سَوْفَ تَعْلَمُ  }3{كَ � سَوْفَ تَعْلَمُونَ 

Nevertheless, soon you shall come to know. Again, nevertheless, soon you shall come to 

know 

Allah gave us all the means to acquire knowledge of the reality of life and death, but he did 

not force us to be convinced... because it is a test of our faith whether we believe in Allah’s 

words with utmost conviction or not. What a meaningful life we can have if we understand 

the Quran and Hadith and live according to its teachings... the peace and tranquillity of 



knowing Allah and living according to His pleasure is the greatest pleasure of this world... but 

it can only be experienced by those who have “Yaqeen”... 

  }5{كَ � لَوْ تَعْلَمُونَ عِلْمَ الْيَقيِنِ 

No! If you only knew with knowledge of certainty... 

We don’t realize that we cannot avoid the reality by denying it. No matter how firmly we close 

our eyes but the shining sun will not go away simply because we don’t want to acknowledge 

its presence. Similarly the hereafter will come on its appointed time and the heaven and hell 

which Allah created for us will also become apparent to our eyes... whether we like it or not: 

ھَا عَيْنَ الْيَقِينِ  }6{لَتَرَوُن� الْجَحِيمَ    }7{ثُم� لَتَرَوُن�

You will surely see the Hellfire... Then you will surely see it with the eye of certainty. 

Here in this world we become boastful if we get any gift from Allah. We forget His mercy and 

we think that whatever we have is due to our own hard work or intelligence. We might 

impress people with this show of material greatness, but we forget that every blessing which 

Allah gives us is a test and we will be held accountable for each and every thing that we 

have: 

عِيمِ    }8{ثُم� لَتُسْألَنُ� يَوْمَئِذٍ عَنِ الن�

Then you shall surely be questioned, on that day, about the blessings (faculties and 

resources that you were given in the worldly life - as to how you used them?) 

If we keep this accountability in our mind then our whole attitude will be different. Instead of 

boasting, we will feel the seriousness of responsibility... and do we even know what our 

responsibility is? Yes most people know that we must be grateful for our blessings but does 

being grateful mean only to be happy upon ones gifts and say “Alhamdulillah” or Thank you 

Allah? No... this is not the end of it... real gratitude is with your heart when you feel that Allah 

is the only one who deserves praise... so there will be no self praise. Secondly, gratitude is 

done by expressing thanks to Allah and also proclaiming His greatness to people. And finally 

the essence of gratitude is to use every blessing in the way of Allah... 

He gave us everything and He has the greatest right over our lives. So how can we go 

against His wishes? Is there any excuse for our denial and disobedience? None at all... 

 



 

 

  


